Accuracy characteristics of throwing as a result of maximum force effort.
Fitts' law predicts the accuracy of movement to a target decreases as the velocity of the movement increases. This speed-accuracy tradeoff has been examined under numerous conditions. During some tasks, however, increased force to nearly maximal level decreases the variability of the movement (Sherwood & Schmidt, 1980). This condition apparently produced results different from what would be predicted by Fitts' law. The purpose of the present study was to examine the effects of maximal force on dart throwing accuracy and variability. 54 subject were categorized into groups based upon their experience with dart throwing: Advanced, Intermediate, or Beginners. Each subject performed two sessions of 15 trials. Subjects were instructed to "throw normally" for one session and "throw as hard as you can" for the other session Distances from the target (triple-20 area) on the regulation dart board were measured and recorded after each of three darts was thrown. Average Error and Variable Error were calculated for each condition for each subject. The Average Error and Variable Error were greatest for the Beginner group and least for the Advanced group. For all three experience categories both Average Error and Variable Error were significantly greater when subjects performed with maximal force. The greater average error for the maximal force for all subjects suggested that the speed-accuracy tradeoff applied to this aiming task. The greater variability in accuracy with maximal force suggested a ceiling effect, which reduced variability in previous studies, was not achieved.